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ABSTRACT

Objective To describe an interdisciplinary and methodological framework for applying single case study designs to self-experimentation in personalized health. The authors examine the framework’s applicability to various health conditions and present an initial case study with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS).

Methods and Materials An in-depth literature review was performed to develop the framework and to identify absolute and desired health condition requirements for the application of this framework. The authors developed mobile application prototypes, storyboards, and process flows of the framework using IBS as the case study. The authors conducted three focus groups and an online survey using a human-centered design approach for assessing the framework’s feasibility.

Results All 6 focus group participants had a positive view about our framework and volunteered to participate in future studies. Most stated they would trust the results because it was their own data being analyzed. They were most concerned about confounds, nonmeaningful measures, and erroneous assumptions on the timing of trigger effects. Survey respondents (N = 60) were more likely to be adherent to an 8- vs 12-day study length even if it meant lower confidence results.

Discussion Implementation of the self-experimentation framework in a mobile application appears to be feasible for people with IBS. This framework can likely be applied to other health conditions. Considerations include the learning curve for teaching self-experimentation to non-experts and the challenges involved in operationalizing and customizing study designs.

Conclusion Using mobile technology to guide people through self-experimentation to investigate health questions is a feasible and promising approach to advancing personalized health.
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Understanding individual variation and treating individual needs is important in medicine and clinical science, an approach also known as personalized medicine. Although this term historically emphasized genetics and pharmacology, it is now expanding to include other areas of health and disease, recapturing the importance of personalized health.

Knowledge in clinical science primarily originates from the use of group designs, such as epidemiological surveys, longitudinal studies, and randomized controlled trials. Such methods provide a good understanding of the epidemiology, clinical course, and effects of specific treatments for certain medical conditions. Despite their merit, these traditional methods cannot address the question most relevant to any given individual: what is the likelihood that a treatment, whose average effect is well-documented, will have an effect on the symptoms of that specific individual? A novel methodological framework is needed for personalized health.

Single case designs (SCDs), sometimes referred to as n-of-1 trials, can potentially advance personalized health. In this type of design, an individual serves as their own control, highlighting an individual’s response to an intervention rather than a group’s. Their contribution to more rapid, responsive, and relevant health research can be rather advantageous. Presently however, SCDs are not widely applied to personalize health nor has such personalization been scaled to larger groups of individuals.

Motivated by these gaps, we are pursuing an interdisciplinary research program to develop and test a methodological framework for SCDs in health self-experimentation. We view self-experimentation as a subset of self-tracking, but one that provides much-needed improvement in methodological rigor. This paper details components of this framework and presents a case study: a mobile application supporting self-experimentation for people with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). We also discuss opportunities and challenges with this framework and identify areas of future work.

A FRAMEWORK FOR SELF-EXPERIMENTATION IN PERSONALIZED HEALTH

Individuals can currently access countless websites, applications, and sensing technologies intended to improve personal health (e.g., Fitbit, MyFitnessPal, Weight Watchers, RunKeeper). However, neither widespread, sustained adoption nor the promised health benefits of these technologies has been realized. Although there is broad interest in using technology to track health information, people often lack scientific rigor in their analyses. Analysis is also frequently done without consultation of healthcare providers. People seek answers to specific health questions, such as “does caffeine impact my sleep quality?” However, current tools support only data collection, not a systematic approach to answering such questions. For example, self-tracked data may suggest associations between sleep quality and caffeine, but it is impossible to determine if caffeine is causing poor sleep quality or if it is...
person is consuming more caffeine because they are tired. Such uncertainty may prevent people from making lifestyle changes that can lead to improved health outcomes (e.g., eliminating caffeine).

We believe our framework can support everyday people in successfully applying self-experimentation to understand the cause of their symptoms and possibly take effective action. Although self-experiments may be more complex than simple self-tracking, it is our hope that this framework can reduce the burdens and challenges of tracking through targeted data collection while also providing more rigorous and concrete answers to specific health questions.

Technology for self-experimentation fits into a larger process of personalized health (Figure 1a). Traditional self-tracking methods and correlational approaches, such as food journals or fitness trackers, can be used to generate hypotheses (Step 1). Self-experimentation technology then robustly tests those hypotheses (Step 2). A person can then use findings to target the most appropriate health behavior change to address their needs (Step 3).

This paper focuses on Step 2 of this process (Figure 1b). Self-experiments begin with identifying hypotheses an individual wants to test (e.g., “does caffeine impact my sleep quality?”), then proceed with systematically testing hypotheses until results can support a person in making a decision about their health (e.g., “should I eliminate caffeine from my diet?”). This process includes defining independent variables (e.g., causes, triggers) and the dependent variables they may affect (e.g., symptoms, health outcomes). A person then conducts a multi-day self-experiment where they are randomly assigned to either apply the independent variable (e.g., drinking at least 100 mg of caffeine) or not (e.g., avoiding caffeine). Dependent variables are measured throughout the experiment (e.g., subjective sleep quality on a 5-point scale). Data is then analyzed and visualized using techniques suitable for single-case study designs, yielding a confidence value for the self-experiment (e.g., “there is strong confidence ($P < .05$) that drinking caffeine reduces sleep quality by half”). A person can then review results to determine if they are compelling enough to make health behavior changes.

Self-Experiment Study Designs and Analysis Methods
Comparing the effects of 2 or more interventions to groups of individuals, under controlled conditions, and the statistical analysis of the reliability of such effects has been referred as the “gold standard” for providing the best clinical evidence.7 These designs, also known as group randomized controlled trials, can provide a rational process to extrapolate the generalizability of certain interventions. However, this claim is based on the assumption that individuals are randomly selected from a population, a condition rarely met in clinical studies. Even when randomly sampling a population is possible, population-based estimates do not provide specific support for how individuals and their symptoms will respond to certain interventions.8 SCDs can possibly offer a solution,3,9 with Neuringer first proposing the idea of using SCDs for self-experimentation in 1981.10 Our research advances this vision in developing a framework for conducting self-experiments and examining the application of that framework with IBS.

Although SCDs are traditionally used in the early stages of an intervention’s development to determine its feasibility and estimate its potential effects, our framework proposes using SCDs at the later stages of the research cycle continuum, after randomized controlled trials are conducted and general guidelines for successful treatments are proposed (Figure 2).11 Using SCDs at the later stage can bridge the gap between average treatment effects for groups and specific treatment effects for individuals. SCDs can thus improve health interventions by
providing more definitive, rigorous, and actionable guidance to individuals.

However, traditional SCDs have several limitations. First, according to some methodologists, their internal validity is questionable because decisions about the stability of a baseline (Phase A) before implementation of an intervention (Phase B) are not based on randomization.12 Second, statistical inference with these methods has been challenging until most recently [see13–16, for most recent developments in quantitative analysis of SCDs], so visual analysis has been the primary method of evaluating data from single-case experiments.17,18 Third, SCDs are criticized for not providing population-based estimates for effect size of an intervention. Finally, SCDs in clinical settings will typically generate measurements during face-to-face contact with patients (e.g., weekly counseling sessions), producing very limited number of observations.

These limitations can be overcome by applying randomization tests to SCDs, where a random assignment is given to a population of occasions rather than a population of individuals.19,20 For example, in a traditional group design, each individual who belongs to a group of 100 people is assigned to treatment A or B. Instead, in a SCD with randomization tests, each measurement in a group of 100 measurement occasions is assigned to treatment A or B. After the data are obtained, a permutation procedure can be used to create all possible combinations of treatment exposures (A, B) and outcome measures and render a P-value indicating the probability of the null hypothesis (i.e., no differences between treatment A and B exposures). This procedure, originally envisioned by Fisher in the 1930s, ensures the same internal validity as group experiments and eliminates the statistical assumptions of parametric tests (i.e., normally distributed sample, homoscedasticity, independence of errors).21 The result is a statistical test that can be used in both individuals and groups of individuals. Its primary limitation remains that it does not provide external validity. This limitation is not applicable in our case, as we use it to personalize known group-based or clinical guidelines to specific individuals. Lastly, advances in mobile technology now allow more frequent and ecologically valid measurements,22 reducing challenges regarding the need for face-to-face contact. Thus, SCDs with randomization tests overcome many limitations of traditional SCDs.

In the framework we propose, the choice of a specific SCD depends on: 1) the nature of dependent variables, 2) the lag effect of independent variables, 3) the statistical power of the design, and 4) effective human-centered design of the technology. For example, completely randomized SCDs, a form of alternation design,10 can be combined with randomization tests to provide the highest level of statistical power, but they require an independent variable with quick effects and the absence of carry over effects.23 In the case study section, we describe the preparation of a study that required completely randomized SCDs, which is the best fit for IBS.

SCDs are often visually analyzed to look for trends and infer relationships, but a completely randomized SCD can make it challenging to apply visual analysis in identifying trends. Conditions (e.g., lactose or no lactose) can be distributed in any order, with no fixed phase lengths. It can therefore be difficult to find patterns across varying phase lengths. To overcome this we designed a new visualization, inspired from a violin plot,24 that removes the temporal information and instead focuses on the distribution of the dependent variable (e.g., abdominal pain) across different conditions (Figure 3c).

Requirements for Health Conditions to Be Eligible for Self-Experimentation

We believe self-experimentation can be applied broadly across many health conditions, though some are better suited than others. Analyzing literature across different fields of health, we identify absolute and desired requirements of health conditions appropriate and ideal for this self-experimentation for personalized health framework (Table 1).
Figure 3: Example visualizations for a completely randomized single-case design of 12 observations showing a statistical significant effect of lactose on an individual’s abdominal pain. (a) Standard view. (b) Proposed visualization with daily view. (c) Proposed visualization with frequency view.

DESIGNING A MOBILE APPLICATION FOR SELF-EXPERIMENTATION IN IBS: A CASE STUDY

This section describes how we have applied our self-experimentation framework to IBS using dietary triggers as the independent variable.

Overview of IBS

IBS is a chronic functional disorder characterized by episodic abdominal pain associated with diarrhea and/or constipation despite normal blood tests, X-rays, and colonoscopies. It affects up to 20% of the US population and is one of the top 10 reasons people seek primary care. People with IBS report a lower quality of life and consume 50% more healthcare resources than non-IBS counterparts. There are many potential triggers for IBS symptom flare-ups: certain foods, eating behaviors, stress, sleep disturbances, and menstruation. The most common trigger is food, and thus we choose it as the independent variable for our initial case study. Elimination diets (e.g., low-fat, low-carbohydrate, gluten-free) surpass traditional medications in their effectiveness in reducing IBS symptoms, but are difficult to comply with. Fortunately, complete elimination of all known possible trigger foods is not necessary for most people. An individual’s response to specific foods is variable, with a given food triggering bowel symptoms in some people but not others.

Current methods for identifying individualized trigger foods generally include a 2-week complete elimination diet followed by serial reintroduction of main IBS trigger foods. People are asked to simultaneously journal their food and IBS symptoms. This process is flawed for multiple reasons. First, journals are typically handwritten with incomplete, disorganized, and unreliable data. Important information such as meal time, food ingredients, and symptom severity are often missing because journaling is complex and high burden. Second, this process is complex and lengthy. It can take more than 3 months to complete an elimination-reintroduction diet, with no guarantee of results. Finally, there is no validated methodology for determining an individual’s trigger foods. Clinicians do not receive formal training on how to review journals, and such interpretations result in a high degree of interobserver variability. Not surprisingly, most people with IBS are dissatisfied with the journal feedback they receive from healthcare professionals. Designing a Mobile Application for Self-Experimentation in IBS

IBS patients and their providers need more efficient and effective methods to determine individualized food triggers for symptom reduction and improved quality of life. Following a human-centered design approach, we created a mobile application prototype that can support self-experimentation for people with IBS. Although we believe self-experimentation can be applied more broadly across many conditions, working with a specific population and concrete variables helps ground our design toward a real solution.

To design the application, we assembled a team of researchers in medicine, behavioral psychology, computer science, and human-centered design to work with people suffering from IBS using an iterative human-centered design process. Through multiple rounds of iteration, we generated process flows, storyboards, and prototypes of a mobile application.

Our initial application focuses on the set-up and deployment of self-experiments (Step 2 in Figure 1a). In our process, individuals generate a list of hypotheses that narrow which trigger foods to test (i.e., independent variables). The application will use relevant medical knowledge, the individual’s personal experience, and/or the expertise of a medical provider to help generate testable hypotheses (storyboard in appendix). The individual then configures a self-experiment by setting their personalized experiment, we generated process flows, storyboards, and prototypes of a mobile application.

When self-experimentation begins, the application shows the individual a schedule of which days to avoid and which days to consume the experimental trigger food, following a completely randomized SCD as previously described. The application shows sample meals for trigger and non-trigger food days (i.e., experimental and control). The individual is instructed to eat an otherwise consistent meal during each day, varying only the food component being tested. During each day of the experiment, the individual is also instructed to log peak symptom severity using a subjective scale at a defined time after eating the test meal (e.g., 4 hours). At the end of the experiment, findings are summarized and interpreted (Figure 4). The results include a P value on the likelihood the trigger food is causing IBS symptoms by chance. The individual may choose to re-run the experiment with a different possible trigger, or share the results with their medical provider for recommendations on how to avoid this trigger.
Preliminary Evaluation: Human-Centered Design Research and Findings

To learn about past experiences of identifying potential gastrointestinal food triggers and assess the feasibility of implementing our self-experimentation framework, we conducted focus groups and an online survey. We recruited participants from primary care and gastroenterology clinics associated with an academic center (University of Washington Medical Center, Seattle, WA, United States). Survey respondents were also recruited through social networks.

Focus Groups
We conducted three focus groups with people with IBS, totaling 6 participants (5 female, 1 male). To gather reactions to the self-experimentation process and how self-experimentation fits with participant priorities, focus groups included walkthroughs of the overall process using our flowchart (Figure 5) and storyboard (see Appendix). To elicit reactions to our interface designs, focus groups included a clickthrough of a prototype of our mobile application (Figure 5).

Prior experiences.
Most focus group participants described feeling “overwhelmed and frustrated” with the trial-and-error process they used to help determine possible IBS triggers. They instead wanted more guidance during this process. Most had tried elimination diets as recommended by health providers, friends, family, and/or online research. Participants were concerned about labeling certain foods as triggers if their symptoms were more delayed and/or subtle, and many were also concerned about findings being confounded by nonfood factors (e.g., mood, stress, food preferences).

Overall reactions to the framework.
During focus groups, participants expressed excitement by pointing out that this was a better approach to finding out their triggers than what they had been trying so far. In their view, part of their excitement was due to the fact that the proposed design was showing them their data and not just presenting a vague number. This in turn boosted their confidence in the framework. Participants stated they could trust the results because they were rigorous and based on their own data, rather than an average of other people’s data. One participant mentioned liking that the application acted like a “decision assistant” instead of a “decision maker.” Most also said the application would give them more “credibility” and empower them to talk with their medical providers because self-experiments were conducted in a controlled manner.

Meal choice.
Participants requested an app with more detailed sample meals for both trigger and nontrigger days, as they feared erroneously consuming trigger foods on a nontrigger day. Focus group participants were also concerned about the assumption that trigger foods result in symptom onset within 4 hours. The majority of survey respondents (80%) did however agree that their symptoms occurred within 4 hours after eating. Participants were also concerned that trigger foods could result in symptoms lasting longer than 24 hours. They were also wary of foods being categorized either too broadly or narrowly (e.g., testing “nuts” vs “almonds”). These concerns suggest additional design opportunities such as experimenting with different symptom onset periods or iteratively categorizing foods.

Seventy percent of participants in our survey selected breakfast as their preferred test meal. Focus group participants shared part of their rationale behind this preference: they thought breakfast would be the most feasible mealtime to eat the same type of food and drink for the duration of the study, unless the trigger food was an unconventional breakfast food (e.g., alcohol). Participant response to our framework’s requirement that independent variables being controllable and actionable therefore influenced test meal preferences. Further exploration should be conducted to determine how this influence might affect the framework’s efficacy.

Recording symptoms.
Focus group participants were concerned about inconsistent symptom ratings over time. The symptom scales allowed “too much room for interpretation.” They expressed the desire to customize symptom scales to be personally meaningful. We explored this issue further in the survey. We first asked the survey participants to generate their own custom scale with labels, then offered them a selection of four scales to choose from: 7-point with labels, 5-point with labels, 5-point with only endpoint labels, and 3-point with labels (Figure 5). Participants developed custom scales ranging from 4 to 10 points. Fifty-seven percent preferred one of our predefined scales over their custom scale whereas 25% preferred their custom scale. Of the 57%, 47% preferred scale 6b.

Duration of study and meal choice.
Although focus group participants felt they could adhere to self-experiments, most preferred shorter 8-day study, even when told that a longer 12-day study would likely result in higher confidence levels. In the survey, 83% said they would be “extremely likely” or “likely” to complete an 8-day study without giving up or missing days, compared to 67% for a 12-day study.

Understanding results.
All focus group participants preferred the frequency visualization over the standard and daily visualization designs (refer to Figure 3). However, participants also wanted access to the standard or daily visualizations. Participants felt the calendar associated with these could help them recall details of individual measures and events leading up to them. For all visualizations, participants valued seeing individual data points, as each represents a specific measure to which they
Figure 4: Screenshots of pages from our mobile app prototype. From left to right: study schedule, result summary of past studies, and results of a study.

Figure 5: Selection of predefined scales shown during the online survey. From left to right: 7-point scale with labels, 5-point scale with labels, 5-point scale with only endpoint labels, and 3-point scale with labels.
could relate. Because data corresponded to each individual, and not to a
group of other IBS patients, participants felt more trust that summary
statistics described their situation. Participants with stronger back-
grounds in statistics preferred interpreting the graphs over the sum-
mary statistics because the graphs allowed them to better identify and
understand the impact of outliers. All participants expressed a desire
for an easy way to share and communicate results with their health-
care providers.

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES**

The results from our focus groups and survey both provide insight into
the feasibility of our self-experimentation framework and the design of
our mobile application. Despite this evidence of initial feasibility, our
self-experimentation framework is still in its initial stages of develop-
ment and must overcome a number of future hurdles. First, the feasi-
ability and clinical efficacy of applications using our framework must
still be evaluated across a larger sample of individuals with IBS and
then other health conditions. We are currently finalizing the develop-
ment of our mobile application for an initial feasibility study in people
with IBS. If successful, we will generalize the framework to other
health conditions and continue subsequent testing. Second, self-
experimentation is more difficult to understand than simple journaling.
In our focus groups, it was certainly more complicated to explain the
self-experimentation process and rationale to participants than it
would have been to simply tell them to record all of the food that they
eat. However, after participants understood the process, they believed
our framework would be much easier to adhere to than traditional
methods, especially with the guidance of the mobile application. Third,
a lack of control over confounds can bias and diminish the effects of
self-experimentation. Unlike laboratory or more controlled clinical
studies, our framework has an emphasis on “real-world” deployment
thus may diminish its scientific rigor.

Despite these hurdles, self-experimentation has the potential to
improve existing tracking methods across multiple health conditions
and even non-health domains. Our self-experimentation framework
can be applied to any condition or situation that meets the absolute re-
quirements (Table 1). We can extend our framework to other health
conditions with possible dietary triggers such as gastroesophageal re-
flux disease, migraines, and gout. Our self-experimentation framework
can also be applied in mental health and addiction, where the specific
skills or behavioral strategies that help individuals meet their goals
varies by person. Insomnia is another possible application of our
framework, wherein individuals identify behavioral or environmental
variables impacting their sleep. Our framework can even be applied to
nonhealth conditions such as increasing work productivity, testing
whether a new habit saves energy, or evaluating if a skincare product
acts as advertised.

Much work remains to be done in expanding to new domains. At
this point, it is not clear how much customization is required for each
new health condition. Additional challenges can arise in adapting to
conditions where the desired requirements are not met (e.g., condi-
tions where the duration of the independent variable’s effect is not de-

defined). We ultimately hope to support people and their healthcare
providers with customizable experiments, but first need to explore
how to support people in planning valid self-experiments and under-
standing trade-offs between study design choices. Our initial work on
defining absolute and desired requirements (Table 1) and eligible inde-
pendent variable types (Table 2) has helped establish the trajectory for
this expansion, but more work is needed on how to translate these is-

| Table 1: Table of absolute and desired requirements for health conditions to which our self-experimentation framework can be applied.* |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| **Absolute Requirements**   | **Case Study: Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS)** |
| People must be uncertain about the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable(s) | Most people with IBS are uncertain about their personalized food triggers25 |
| Independent variables must be: | People with IBS are able to consume or not consume certain foods, including their amounts, during specific times of the day |
| A. Controllable and actionable | A. IBS symptoms (abdominal pain, bloating, diarrhea and constipation) vary in daily intensity and/or flare-up intermittently for set periods of time |
| B. Well-specified | B. The time period between eating a trigger food and onset of symptoms typically occurs within a 3-hour window for most people with IBS26 |
| **Dependent variables of condition being tested must:** | C. IBS symptoms can be quantified and measured using self-reported scales |
| A. Recurrent episodes or flare-ups | Exposing people with IBS to potential triggers will not result in any life-threatening consequences and/or immediate or long-term serious health risks27 |
| B. Follow the application of the independent variable within a defined period | |
| C. Be quantifiable and measurable | | |
| **Desired Requirements** | **Case Study: Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS)** |
| Independent and dependent variables must not result in any serious health risks (immediate and/or long-term) | A. Altering people’s diet is relatively low-burden B and C. It can be done frequently and with minimal daily variation. |
| **Independent variables should be:** | Dependent variables should be: |
| A. Low-burden for people | A. Tolerable for people to endure |
| B. Reliably applied in the same way | B. Easy to measure frequently |
| C. Easy to apply frequently | C. Measured consistently over time |
| **Duration of the independent variable’s effect on dependent variables should be defined** | The exact duration of trigger foods on IBS symptoms is unknown at this time but assumed to be no more than 3 days (unpublished focus group) |

*For each requirement, we give an example from our IBS case study. We also identify classes of independent variables and assess their eligibility for our framework (Table 2).
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the background and conceptual foundation of a new framework for self-experimentation with person-generated health and wellness data. We described the methodological framework, its advantages over other proposed methods, the conditions in which this framework is applicable, a case study applying this framework to a specific health condition, and initial reactions among people with IBS and gastrointestinal food intolerances.

Understanding individual variation is an essential aspiration in clinical science and medicine. The framework proposed here combines advanced statistical methods and SCDs to assist individuals in their own process of self-experimentation. Developing such a framework requires an interdisciplinary team of researchers that combines knowledge in medicine, behavioral psychology, computer science, and human-centered design. If successful, our framework will provide for increased efficiency and rigor in person-generated health data and will help extend the effectiveness and reach of existing treatments to those in most need.
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